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DELEGATED AUTHORITY UPDATE 

  

Purpose  

  

This paper provides an update on part of the Governance Review to update the Statement of 

Delegated Financial Authorities (DFA). 

 

See attachment: Appendix 1 [Delegated Financial Authority – Master List.pdf] 

Priority 

 

Routine. 

 

Background 

 

The current DFA is substantially out of date following the changeover of a large number of 

staff with delegated financial authority. Financial management across the business has been 

maintained despite this.  

 

 

Key Issues  

  

There are wider issues around finance and project governance that are subject to separate 

policy development in an effort to improve the separation of roles, clarify lines of accountability 

and authority and simplify decision-making. This update feeds that process by taking the 

delegated authority set out in the overall Framework Document and aligning the authority 

limits to appropriate individuals. This sub-delegation occurs as part of the routine sub-

delegation expected of the Accountable Officer and its effective and appropriate operation is 

accounted for annually in the normal way. The Board are reminded that the Framework 

Document is not yet finalised after some specific points (including some delegated financial 

limits) were queried. As a result, this document is subject to minor alteration in the near future. 

 

Key changes include: 

 

 Removal of former members of staff 

 Addition of new members of staff 

 Specific changes in authorities highlighted in blue 

 Restructuring of the document to split members by Directorate to improve visual lines 

of authority and role separation 

 Footnotes to clarify that Director-level authority is constrained by the need for quorum-

based agreement of Directors 

 Footnote to explain that these are maximum limits that defer to any further constraints 

imposed by Project documentation (agreed and varied by the Investment Board) 

 Separation of Purchase Order column to make Purchase Order Credit Notes / Invoice 

Credit Notes a separate authority to limit risk of inappropriate use of supplier credits 



 Clarify heading of ‘lease authority’ to include operational and finance leases to reflect 

intentions of IFRS16 (treating all leases most consistently) 

 Alignment with Framework Document 

 

Corporate Implications  

 Strategic Priorities: The DFA underpins clear financial accountability in concert with 

the wider Governance changes underway across the organisation. This supports 

corporate plan objectives around excellence in financial governance, stewardship of 

public resources and transparency. 

 

 Risk: An updated DFA reduces the risk of financial malfeasance as well as sanctioned 

off-book decision-making. 

 

 Legal: Nothing to note at this time.   

 

 Financial: The DFA is a critical financial control document. Workflow and SAGE 

systems reflect this document. 

 

 Human Resources: Nothing to note at this time.   

 

 Fair Work First: Nothing to note at this time.   

 

 Communication: Appropriate communications will be needed (including through 

effective operation of the new Board structure) to promote awareness of limits and 

authorities and to promote improved financial governance. 

 

 Community & Third Sector: Nothing to note at this time.   

 

 Commercial: Nothing to note at this time.   

 

 Asset: Nothing to note at this time.   

 

Conclusions  

The Board is asked to note the contents of this report.  
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